INJECTABLE COLLAGEN MATERIAL

A collagen material is disclosed and can include a plurality of particles. Each particle can include an elongated, thin body having one or more arcuate portions and one or more straight portions. Further, each particle can include one or more fibers extending from the body. One or more fibers of one particle can engage the one or more fibers of one or more other particles to establish a matrix of material.
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INJECTABLE COLLAGEN MATERIAL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates generally to orthopedics and orthopedic surgeries. More specifically, the present disclosure relates to materials, methods, and devices for treating intervertebral discs, synovial joints, and other tissue.

BACKGROUND ART

In human anatomy, the spine is a generally flexible column that can take tensile and compressive loads. The spine also allows bending motion and provides a place of attachment for keels, muscles and ligaments. Generally, the spine is divided into three sections: the cervical spine, the thoracic spine and the lumbar spine. The sections of the spine are made up of individual bones called vertebrae. Also, the vertebrae are separated by intervertebral discs, which are situated between adjacent vertebrae.

The intervertebral discs function as shock absorbers and as joints. Further, the intervertebral discs can absorb the compressive and tensile loads to which the spinal column may be subjected. At the same time, the intervertebral discs can allow adjacent vertebral bodies to move relative to each other a limited amount, particularly during bending, or flexure, of the spine. Thus, the intervertebral discs are under constant muscular and/or gravitational pressure and generally, the intervertebral discs are the first parts of the lumbar spine to show signs of deterioration.

Facet joint degeneration is also common because the facet joints are in almost constant motion with the spine. In fact, facet joint degeneration and disc degeneration frequently occur together. Generally, although one may be the primary problem while the other is a secondary problem resulting from the altered mechanics of the spine, by the time surgical options are considered, both facet joint degeneration and disc degeneration typically have occurred. For example, the altered mechanics of the facet joints and/or intervertebral disc may cause spinal stenosis, degenerative spondylolisthesis, and degenerative scoliosis.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a lateral view of a portion of a vertebral column;
FIG. 2 is a lateral view of a pair of adjacent vertebrae;
FIG. 3 is a top plan view of a vertebra;
FIG. 4 is a cross-section view of an intervertebral disc;
FIG. 5 is a cross-section view of a synovial joint;
FIG. 6 is a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a sample of coated collagen material taken at a magnification of fifty times (50X);
FIG. 7 is an SEM image of the sample of coated collagen material taken at a magnification of one hundred and fifty times (150X);
FIG. 8 is an SEM image of the sample of coated collagen material taken at a magnification of five hundred times (500X);
FIG. 9 is an SEM image of the sample of coated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X);
FIG. 10 is an SEM image of a first sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one hundred and fifty times (150X);
FIG. 11 is an SEM image of the first sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of five hundred times (500X);
FIG. 12 is an SEM image of the first sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X);
FIG. 13 is another SEM of the first sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X);
FIG. 14 is an SEM of the first sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of two thousand times (2000X);
FIG. 15 is an SEM image of a second sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of two hundred and fifty times (250X);
FIG. 16 is an SEM image of the second sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of five hundred times (500X);
FIG. 17 is an SEM image of the second sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X);
FIG. 18 is another SEM of the second sample of uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X);
FIG. 19 through FIG. 20 are a flow chart of a first method of manufacturing a collagen material;

FIG. 21 through FIG. 22 are a flow chart of a second method of manufacturing a collagen material;

FIG. 23 through FIG. 24 are a flow chart of a third method of manufacturing a collagen material;

FIG. 25 through FIG. 26 are a flow chart of a fourth method of manufacturing a collagen material;

FIG. 27 is a cross-section view of an intervertebral disc with a collagen material injected therein;

FIG. 28 is a flow chart of a first method of treating an intervertebral disc;
FIG. 29 is a flow chart of a second method of treating an intervertebral disc;
FIG. 30 is a flow chart of a third method of treating an intervertebral disc;
FIG. 31 is a cross-section view of a synovial joint with a collagen material injected therein;

FIG. 32 is a flow chart of a first method of treating a synovial joint;
FIG. 33 is a flow chart of a second method of treating a synovial joint;
FIG. 34 is a flow chart of a third method of treating a synovial joint;
FIG. 35 is a flow chart of a first method of treating tissue;
FIG. 36 is a flow chart of a second method of treating tissue;
FIG. 37 is a flow chart of a third method of treating tissue;
FIG. 38 is a plan view of a syringe;
FIG. 39 is a plan view of a first collagen delivery device;
FIG. 40 is a cross-section view of the first collagen delivery device; and
FIG. 41 is a plan view of a second collagen delivery device.

MODES FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

A collagen material is disclosed and can include a plurality of particles. Each particle can include an elongated, thin body having one or more arcuate portions and one or more straight portions. Further, each particle can include one or more fibers extending from the body. One or more fibers of one particle can engage the one or more fibers of one or more other particles to establish a matrix of material.
In another embodiment, a collagen material is disclosed and can include a plurality of particles. Each particle can include an elongated, thin body having one or more arcuate portions and one or more straight portions. Moreover, each particle can include one or more ribbon-shaped fibers extending from the body, one or more loop-shaped fibers extending from the body, and one or more hook-shaped fibers extending from the body.

In yet another embodiment, a kit for field use is disclosed and can include a syringe, a collagen material having a density less than or equal to one gram per cubic centimeter, and a fluid.

Description of Relevant Anatomy

Referring initially to FIG. 1, a portion of a vertebral column, designated 100, is shown. As depicted, the vertebral column 100 includes a lumbar region 102, a sacral region 104, and a coccygeal region 106. As is known in the art, the vertebral column 100 also includes a cervical region and a thoracic region. For clarity and ease of discussion, the cervical region and the thoracic region are not illustrated.

As shown in FIG. 1, the lumbar region 102 includes a first lumbar vertebra 108, a second lumbar vertebra 110, a third lumbar vertebra 112, a fourth lumbar vertebra 114, and a fifth lumbar vertebra 116. The sacral region 104 includes a sacrum 118. Further, the coccygeal region 106 includes a coccyx 120.

As depicted in FIG. 1, a first intervertebral lumbar disc 122 is disposed between the first lumbar vertebra 108 and the second lumbar vertebra 110. A second intervertebral lumbar disc 124 is disposed between the second lumbar vertebra 110 and the third lumbar vertebra 112. A third intervertebral lumbar disc 126 is disposed between the third lumbar vertebra 112 and the fourth lumbar vertebra 114. Further, a fourth intervertebral lumbar disc 128 is disposed between the fourth lumbar vertebra 114 and the fifth lumbar vertebra 116. Additionally, a fifth intervertebral lumbar disc 130 is disposed between the fifth lumbar vertebra 116 and the sacrum 118.

In a particular embodiment, if one of the intervertebral lumbar discs 122, 124, 126, 128, 130 is diseased, degenerated, damaged, or otherwise in need of repair, augmentation or treatment, that intervertebral lumbar disc 122, 124, 126, 128, 130 can be treated in accordance with one or more of the embodiments described herein.
FIG. 2 depicts a detailed lateral view of two adjacent vertebrae, e.g., two of the lumbar vertebra 108, 110, 112, 114, 116 shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 2 illustrates a superior vertebra 200 and an inferior vertebra 202. As shown, each vertebra 200, 202 includes a vertebral body 204, a superior articular process 206, a transverse process 208, a spinous process 210 and an inferior articular process 212. FIG. 2 further depicts an intervertebral disc 216 between the superior vertebra 200 and the inferior vertebra 202. As described in greater detail below, a collagen material according to one or more of the embodiments described herein can be injected within the intervertebral disc 216 to treat a degenerative or otherwise deleterious condition.

Referring to FIG. 3, a vertebra, e.g., the inferior vertebra 202 (FIG. 2), is illustrated. As shown, the vertebral body 204 of the inferior vertebra 202 includes a cortical rim 302 composed of cortical bone. Also, the vertebral body 204 includes cancellous bone 304 within the cortical rim 302. The cortical rim 302 is often referred to as the apophyseal rim or apophyseal ring. Further, the cancellous bone 304 is softer than the cortical bone of the cortical rim 302.

As illustrated in FIG. 3, the inferior vertebra 202 further includes a first pedicle 306, a second pedicle 308, a first lamina 310, and a second lamina 312. Further, a vertebral foramen 314 is established within the inferior vertebra 202. A spinal cord 316 passes through the vertebral foramen 314. Moreover, a first nerve root 318 and a second nerve root 320 extend from the spinal cord 316.

It is well known in the art that the vertebrae that make up the vertebral column have slightly different appearances as they range from the cervical region to the lumbar region of the vertebral column. However, all of the vertebrae, except the first and second cervical vertebrae, have the same basic structures, e.g., those structures described above in conjunction with FIG. 2 and FIG. 3. The first and second cervical vertebrae are structurally different than the rest of the vertebrae in order to support a skull.

Referring now to FIG. 4, an intervertebral disc is shown and is generally designated 400. The intervertebral disc 400 is made up of two components: the annulus fibrosis 402 and the nucleus pulposus 404. The annulus fibrosis 402 is the outer portion of the intervertebral disc 400, and the annulus fibrosis 402 includes a plurality of lamellae 406. The lamellae 406 are layers of collagen and proteins. Each lamella 406 includes fibers that slant at 30-degree angles, and the fibers of each lamella 406 run in a direction
opposite the adjacent layers. Accordingly, the annulus fibrosis 402 is a structure that is exceptionally strong, yet extremely flexible.

The nucleus pulposus 404 is the inner gel material that is surrounded by the annulus fibrosis 402. It makes up about forty percent (40%) of the intervertebral disc 400 by weight. Moreover, the nucleus pulposus 404 can be considered a ball-like gel that is contained within the lamellae 406. The nucleus pulposus 404 includes loose collagen fibers, water, and proteins. The water content of the nucleus pulposus 404 is about ninety percent (90%) by weight at birth and decreases to about seventy percent by weight (70%) by the fifth decade.

Injury or aging of the annulus fibrosis 402 may allow the nucleus pulposus 404 to be squeezed through the annulus fibers either partially, causing the disc to bulge, or completely, allowing the disc material to escape the intervertebral disc 400. The bulging disc or nucleus material may compress the nerves or spinal cord, causing pain. Accordingly, the nucleus pulposus 404 can be removed and replaced with an artificial nucleus.

Referring to FIG. 5, an exemplary synovial joint is shown and is generally designated 500. As shown, the synovial joint 500 includes a first bone end 502 and a second bone end 504. The first bone end 502 can be covered by a first cartilage layer 506. Further, the second bone end 504 can be covered by a second cartilage layer 508. In a particular embodiment, the cartilage layers 506, 508 can be articular cartilage. Moreover, the bone ends 502, 504 and the cartilage layers 506, 508 can be surrounded by a joint capsule 510.

In a particular embodiment, the joint capsule 510 of the synovial joint 500 can produce synovial fluid 512. The joint capsule 510 and the synovial fluid 512 can protect, support, and lubricate the cartilage layers 506, 508 and the connective tissue. Further, the synovial fluid can carry nutrients to the cartilage layers 506, 508 and can remove metabolic wastes from the cartilage layers 506, 508. Unfortunately, the cartilage layers 506, 508 can have a limited capacity for repair when damaged. Also, the natural aging process can cause the cartilage layers 506, 508 to slowly degenerate, which can reduce the capacity of the cartilage layers 506, 508 to protect and cushion the bone ends 502, 504.

In a particular embodiment, the synovial joint 500 can be a zygapophysial joint, i.e., a facet joint. Facet joints are located where adjacent vertebrae connect to each other.
Each facet joint comprises two facet bones: an inferior facet and a superior facet. Further, the inferior facet of one vertebra can be connected to the superior facet of an adjacent vertebra. The facet joints can facilitate movement of the vertebrae relative to each other and can allow the spine to bend and twist.

As in the synovial joint 500, shown in FIG. 5, each facet bone includes a cartilage layer at the area of contact and the cartilage layers can be lubricated by a thin layer of synovial fluid. The cartilage layers and the synovial fluid decrease friction at the joint, extending joint life and preventing inflammation and associated pain.

As the natural aging process progresses, the cartilage layers covering the facet bones may deteriorate and may start to fray. When the cartilage layers fray, pieces of cartilage can break free and surfaces that were smooth can become rough. Further, the facet bones can rub together and create friction, which can lead to further deterioration of the joint. Moreover, the nerves associated with the facet joint can become irritated and inflamed, which can cause severe pain and can restrict movement of the spine.

Description of a Collagen Material

FIG. 6 through FIG. 18 show various scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a collagen material manufactured according to one or more of the methods of manufacture described herein. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be allogenic, xenogenic, autogenic, recombinant, or a combination thereof.

FIG. 6 through FIG. 9 are various scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of a sample of a coated collagen material. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material is coated with a very thin layer of gold prior to imaging in order to facilitate imaging of the collagen material. FIG. 6 is an SEM image of the coated collagen material taken at a magnification of fifty times (50X). FIG. 7 is an SEM image of the coated collagen material taken at a magnification of one hundred and fifty times (150X). FIG. 7 is centered approximately near the center of cross 7 in FIG. 6. Further, FIG. 8 is an SEM image of the coated collagen material taken at a magnification of five hundred times (500X). FIG. 8 is centered approximately near the center of cross 8 in FIG. 7. FIG. 9 is an SEM image of the coated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X). FIG. 9 is centered approximately near the center of cross 9 in FIG. 8.
FIG. 6 through FIG. 9 show that the collagen material, generally designated 600, can include a plurality of particles 602. In a particular embodiment, each particle 602 can include a body 604. The body 604 of each particle can be generally elongated and can be generally thin. Further, the main body 604 of each particle 602 can have arcuate portions and flat portions. Specifically, the main body 604 of each particle can be relatively amorphous.

FIG. 8 and FIG. 9 further show that each particle 602 can include at least one fiber 606 that extends from the main body 604 of each particle 602. The fibers 606 can be hook-shaped, loop-shaped, thread-shaped, ribbon-shaped, or a combination thereof. Further, a group of fibers 606 from one or more particles 602 can have an appearance similar to cotton candy.

The collagen material 600 can be mixed with saline to yield a collagen slurry. Further, the collagen slurry can be a slurry, a gel, or a combination thereof. The collagen slurry can be injected into an intervertebral disc, a synovial joint, or other tissue, as described herein. After injection, the saline can seep out of the injection site, e.g., through an annulus fibrosis when injected into an intervertebral disc, leaving the collagen material 600. Further, the fibers 606 of the particles 602 can engage each other to form a relatively robust matrix of material, as shown in the SEM images herein. For example, hook-shaped shaped fibers can “hook” loop-shaped fibers. Also, ribbon-shaped fibers can become intertwined with other ribbon-shaped fibers.

FIG. 10 through FIG. 14 show SEM images of a first sample of uncoated collagen material. FIG. 10 is an SEM image of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one hundred and fifty times (150X). FIG. 11 is an SEM image of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of five hundred times (500X). FIG. 11 is centered approximately near the center of cross 11 in FIG. 10. FIG. 12 is an SEM image of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X). FIG. 12 is centered approximately near the center of cross 12 in FIG. 11. FIG. 13 is another SEM of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X). FIG. 13 is centered approximately near the center of cross 13 in FIG. 11. FIG. 14 is an SEM of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of two thousand times (2000X). FIG. 14 is centered approximately near the center of cross
14 in FIG. 13. FIG. 10 through FIG. 14 show that the collagen material includes the same elements described in conjunction with FIG. 6 through FIG. 9.

FIG. 15 through FIG. 18 show SEM images of a second sample of uncoated collagen material. FIG. 15 is an SEM image of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of two hundred and fifty times (250X). FIG. 16 is an SEM image of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of five hundred times (500X). FIG. 16 is centered approximately near the center of cross 16 in FIG. 15. FIG. 17 is an SEM image of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X). FIG. 17 is centered approximately near the center of cross 17 in FIG. 16. FIG. 18 is another SEM of the uncoated collagen material taken at a magnification of one thousand times (1000X). FIG. 18 is centered approximately near the center of cross 18 in FIG. 16. FIG. 15 through FIG. 18 show that the collagen material includes the same elements described in conjunction with FIG. 6 through FIG. 9.

In a particular embodiment, the mean size of the particles 602 can be in a range of five-hundredths of a millimeter (0.05 mm) to five millimeters (5.0 mm). In another embodiment, the mean size of the particles 602 can be in a range of twenty-five hundredths of a millimeter (0.25 mm) to one and one-half millimeters (1.5 mm). Further, when dry, the collagen material 600 can have a density in a range of one tenths grams (0.1 g) per cubic centimeter to one gram (1.0 g) per cubic centimeter.

In another embodiment, the collagen material 600 can be mixed with an aqueous solution, such as a saline solution (“saline”), and delivered via a syringe. For example, an amount of collagen material 600 in a range of one-tenth grams to one gram (0.1 g - 1.0 g) can be hydrated with an amount of hydrating fluid, or aqueous material in a range of one-tenth cubic centimeters to ten cubic centimeters (0.1 cc – 10 cc). Further, an amount of collagen material 600 in a range of two-tenths grams to five-tenths grams (0.2 g – 0.5 g) can be hydrated with an amount of hydrating fluid, or aqueous material in a range of two-tenths cubic centimeters to five cubic centimeters (0.2 cc – 5 cc). Further, a ratio of hydrating fluid to collagen material 600 can be in a range of one-to-one to one hundred-to-one (1:1 – 100:1).

In a particular embodiment, three-tenths grams (0.3 g) of the collagen material 600 can be mixed with three cubic centimeters (3.0 cc) of saline, i.e., at a ratio of ten-to-one (10:1), to yield a collagen slurry or a collagen gel. Further, the collagen slurry can be
delivered via a syringe having: a ten (10) gauge needle, an eleven (11) gauge needle, a
twelve (12) gauge needle, a thirteen (13) gauge needle, a fourteen (14) gauge needle, a
fifteen (15) gauge needle, a sixteen (16) gauge needle, a seventeen (17) gauge needle, an
eighteen (18) gauge needle, a nineteen (19) gauge needle, a twenty (20) gauge needle, a
twenty-one (21) gauge needle, a twenty-two (22) gauge needle, a twenty-three (23) gauge
needle, a twenty-four (24) gauge needle, a twenty-five (25) gauge needle, a twenty-six
(26) gauge needle, a twenty-seven (27) gauge needle, a twenty-eight (28) gauge needle, a
twenty-nine (29) gauge needle, a thirty (30) gauge needle, a thirty-one (31) gauge needle,
a thirty-two (32) gauge needle, a thirty-three (33) gauge needle, or a combination thereof.

Description of a First Method of Manufacturing a Collagen Material

Referring to FIG. 19 and FIG. 20, a first method of manufacturing a collagen
material is shown and commences at block 1902. At block 1902, fascia can be procured.
In a particular embodiment, the fascia can be dried human fascia. Further, the fascia can
be autogenic, allogenic, xenogenic, or a combination thereof.

At block 1904, the fascia can be cleaned. Further, at block 1906, the fascia can be
rinsed. At block 1908, the fascia can be washed in an antibiotic solvent. Moving to block
1910, the fascia can be thawed. At block 1912, the fascia can be reconstituted. Also, at
block 1914, the fascia can be cut into pieces.

Proceeding to block 1916, the fascia can be blended with sterile water. At block
1918, the fascia mixture can be cooled. Also, at block 1920, the cooled fascia mixture can
be blended. At block 1922, the fascia mixture can be centrifuged.

Thereafter, the method proceeds to block 1924, shown in FIG. 20, and the excess
water from the centrifuged fascia mixture can be poured off. Continuing to block 1926,
the fascia mixture can be poured into one or more anti-static weigh boats. At block 1928,
the fascia mixture can be allowed to form across the bottom of each anti-static weigh boat.
Moving to block 1930, the fascia mixture can be freeze dried. Thereafter, at block 1932,
the freeze dried fascia mixture can be cut into pieces. Further, at block 1934, the fascia
material can be frozen using a freezing agent. In a particular embodiment, the freezing
agent can be liquid nitrogen.

Proceeding to block 1936, the frozen fascia can be ground. Moreover, at block
1938, the ground fascia can be sieved. Continuing to decision step 1940, it can be
determined whether the grinding of the fascia is complete, e.g., whether the ground fascia will adequately pass through the sieve. If the grinding is not complete, the method can return to block 1936 and can continue as described herein. Conversely, if the grinding is complete, the method can continue to block 1942 and the fascia can be packaged for delivery. At block 1944, the packaged fascia can be sterilized. The method then ends at state 1946.

Description of a Second Method of Manufacturing a Collagen Material

Referring now to FIG. 21, a detailed method of manufacturing a collagen material, e.g., the collagen material shown and described herein, is shown and begins at block 2102. At block 2102, fascia can be procured. In a particular embodiment, the fascia can be dried human fascia. Further, the fascia can be autogenic, allogenic, xenogenic, or a combination thereof. Moving to block 2104, the fascia can be cleaned. Further, at block 2106, the fascia can be rinsed. At block 2108, the fascia can be washed in an antibiotic solvent. Proceeding to block 2110, the fascia can be thawed. Also, at block 2112, the thawed fascia can be reconstituted.

Continuing to block 2114, the fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to one inch by one inch (1” x 1”). In another embodiment, the fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to three-quarters of an inch by three-quarters of an inch (3/4” x 3/4”). In yet another embodiment, the fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to one-half of an inch by one-half of an inch (1/2” x 1/2”). In still another embodiment, the fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to three-eighths of an inch by three-eighths of an inch (3/8” x 3/8”). Further, in another embodiment, the fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to one-quarter of an inch by one-quarter of an inch (1/4” x 1/4”). In another embodiment, the fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to one-eighth of an inch by one-eighth of an inch (1/8” x 1/8”).

At block 2116, the fascia can be blended with pre-chilled sterile water for less than or equal to one hour. In another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for less than or equal to forty-five minutes. In yet another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for less than or equal to thirty minutes. In another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for less than or equal to fifteen minutes. In still another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for less than or equal to ten (10) minutes. In another embodiment, the fascia can be blended
for approximately seven (7) minutes and thirty (30) seconds. Also, in a particular embodiment, the pre-chilled sterile water can be cooled to approximately zero degrees Celsius (0° C).

Moving to block 2118, the fascia mixture can be cooled at minus eighty degrees Celsius (-80° C) for less than or equal to one hour. In another embodiment, the fascia mixture can be cooled for less than or equal to forty-five minutes. In yet another embodiment, the fascia mixture can be cooled for less than or equal to thirty minutes. In another embodiment, the fascia mixture can be cooled for less than or equal to fifteen minutes. In still another embodiment, the fascia mixture can be cooled at minus eighty degrees Celsius (-80° C) for less than or equal to ten (10) minutes.

At block 2120, once again, the fascia can be blended with pre-chilled sterile water for less than or equal to one hour. In another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for less than or equal to forty-five minutes. In yet another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for less than or equal to thirty minutes. In another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for less than or equal to fifteen minutes. In still another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for less than ten (10) minutes. In another embodiment, the fascia can be blended for approximately seven (7) minutes and thirty (30) seconds. Also, in a particular embodiment, the pre-chilled sterile water can be cooled to approximately zero degrees Celsius (0° C).

Proceeding to block 2122, the fascia mixture can be centrifuged at approximately four thousand revolutions per minute (4000 rpm) for less than or equal to one hour. In another embodiment, the fascia mixture can be centrifuged for less than or equal to forty-five minutes. In yet another embodiment, the fascia mixture can be centrifuged for less or equal to thirty minutes. In still another embodiment, the fascia mixture can be centrifuged at approximately three thousand eight hundred revolutions per minute (3800 rpm) for less than or equal to twenty (20) minutes. At block 2124, the excess water from the fascia mixture can be poured off.

Moving to block 2126, the fascia mixture can be poured into one or more anti-static weigh boats. At block 2128, the fascia mixture can be formed across the bottom of each weigh boat to a thickness no greater than one quarter of an inch (1/4""). Particularly, the fascia mixture can be formed across the bottom of each weigh boat to a thickness of approximately one eight of an inch (1/8""). Thereafter, at block 2130, the fascia mixture is
freeze dried until the moisture content of the fascia mixture is less than or approximately equal to ten percent (10%) by weight. In particular, the fascia mixture can be freeze dried until the moisture content of the fascia mixture is less than or equal to six percent (6%) by weight.

From block 2130, the method proceeds to block 2132, shown in FIG. 22. At block 2132, the freeze dried fascia mixture can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to one inch by one inch (1” x 1”). In another embodiment, the freeze dried fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to three-quarters of an inch by three-quarters of an inch (3/4” x 3/4”). In yet another embodiment, the freeze dried fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to one-half of an inch by one-half of an inch (1/2” x 1/2”). In still another embodiment, the freeze dried fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to three-eighths of an inch by three-eighths of an inch (3/8” x 3/8”). Further, in another embodiment, the freeze dried fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to one-quarter of an inch by one-quarter of an inch (1/4” x 1/4”). In another embodiment, the freeze dried fascia can be cut into pieces that are less than or equal to one-eighth of an inch by one-eighth of an inch (1/8” x 1/8”). At block 2134, the fascia pieces can be placed in a flask.

Moving to block 2136, a freezing agent, such as liquid nitrogen, can be added to the flask. In a particular embodiment, the freezing agent can be in direct contact with the fascia. Alternatively, the freezing agent can be in indirect contact with the fascia. For example, the fascia can be separated from the freezing agent via a barrier. At block 2138, the fascia/freezing agent mixture, e.g., the fascia/nitrogen mixture, can be allowed to sit undisturbed for ten (10) minutes or less. Particularly, the fascia/nitrogen mixture can be allowed to sit undisturbed for approximately five (5) minutes.

Continuing to block 2140, a sieve can be installed in a grinder. In a particular embodiment, the sieve includes a mesh having a plurality of generally square openings that are less than or equal to five millimeters by five millimeters (5 mm x 5 mm). Alternatively, the openings of the sieve can be less than or equal to four millimeters by four millimeters (4 mm x 4 mm). In another embodiment, the openings of the sieve can be less than or equal to three millimeters by three millimeters (3 mm x 3 mm). In yet another embodiment, the openings of the sieve can be less than or equal to two millimeters by two millimeters (2 mm x 2 mm). Further, in still another embodiment, the openings of the
sieve can be less than or equal to one and one half millimeters by one and one half millimeters (1.5 mm x 1.5 mm).

At block 2142, the grinder can be pre-cooled with liquid nitrogen. Further, at block 2144, the grinder can be brought to a speed of approximately twenty thousand revolutions per minutes (20,000 rpm). In a particular embodiment, the grinder can be brought to a speed of approximately eighteen thousand revolutions per minutes (18,000 rpm). At block 2146, the fascia/nitrogen mixture can be poured into the grinder. Thereafter, at block 2148, the fascia/nitrogen mixture can be ground and at block 2150, the ground fascia can be sieved.

Moving to decision step 2152, it is determined whether the grinding is complete. If not, the method can return to block 2148 and continue as described herein. On the other hand, if the grinding is complete, the method can proceed to block 2154 and the ground fascia can be packaged. For example, approximately three-tenths grams (0.3 g) of ground fascia per 210ml BD syringe can be packaged in moisture resistant packaging using ionizing bars to control static charge of ground fascia. At block 2156, the fascia can be gamma sterilized using a radiation source having a strength in a range of twenty kilograys to thirty-five kilograys (20-35 kGy). In a particular embodiment, the fascia can be gamma sterilized using a radiation source having a strength of approximately twenty-five kilograys (25 kGy). The method ends at state 2158.

In a particular embodiment, the fascia material may have a moisture content below ten percent (10%). If so, the fascia material can be cooled, e.g., in a deep freezer, so that the temperature of the fascia material falls below a glass transition temperature. Below the glass transition temperature, the fascia material can become rigid or brittle and the rigid fascia material can be ground as described herein. Otherwise, if fascia material has a moisture content above ten percent (10%), the fascia material can be cooled until the moisture freezes and renders the fascia material rigid.

Description of a Third Method of Manufacturing a Collagen Material

Referring to FIG. 23, a third method of manufacturing a collagen material, e.g., the collagen material described herein, is shown and commences at block 2302. At block 2302, fascia can be procured. In a particular embodiment, the fascia can be dried human
fascia. Further, the fascia can be autogenic, allogenic, xenogenic, or a combination thereof.

At block 2304, the fascia can be cleaned. Further, at block 2306, the fascia can be rinsed. At block 2308, the fascia can be washed in an antibiotic solvent. Moving to block 2310, the fascia can be thawed. At block 2312, the fascia can be reconstituted. At block 2314, the reconstituted fascia can be cross-linked. In a particular embodiment, the reconstituted fascia can be cross-linked using a cross-linking agent. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. Also, at block 2316, the cross-linked fascia can be cut into pieces.

Proceeding to block 2318, the cross-linked fascia can be blended with sterile water. At block 2320, the fascia mixture can be cooled. Also, at block 2322, the cooled fascia mixture can be blended. At block 2324, the fascia mixture can be centrifuged.

Thereafter, the method proceeds to block 2326, shown in FIG. 24, and the excess water from the centrifuged fascia mixture can be poured off. Continuing to block 2328, the fascia mixture can be poured into one or more anti-static weigh boats. At block 2330, the fascia mixture can be allowed to form across the bottom of each anti-static weigh boat. Moving to block 2332, the fascia mixture can be freeze dried. Thereafter, at block 2334, the freeze dried fascia mixture can be cut into pieces. Further, at block 2336, the fascia material can be frozen, e.g., using liquid nitrogen.

Proceeding to block 2338, the frozen fascia can be ground. Moreover, at block 2340, the ground fascia can be sieved. Continuing to decision step 2342, it can be determined whether the grinding of the fascia is complete. If the grinding is not complete, the method can return to block 2338 and can continue as described herein. Conversely, if the grinding is complete, the method can continue to block 2344 and the fascia can be packaged for delivery. At block 2346, the packaged fascia can be sterilized. The method then ends at state 2348.

Description of a Fourth Method of Manufacturing a Collagen Material

Referring to FIG. 25, a method of manufacturing a collagen material, e.g., the collagen material described herein, is shown and commences at block 2502. At block 2502, fascia can be procured. In a particular embodiment, the fascia can be dried human
fascia. Further, the fascia can be autogenic, allogenic, xenogenic, or a combination thereof.

At block 2504, the fascia can be cleaned. Further, at block 2506, the fascia can be rinsed. At block 2508, the fascia can be washed in an antibiotic solvent. Moving to block 2510, the fascia can be thawed. At block 2512, the fascia can be reconstituted. Also, at block 2514, the fascia can be cut into pieces.

Proceeding to block 2516, the fascia can be blended with sterile water. At block 2518, the fascia mixture can be cooled. Also, at block 2520, the cooled fascia mixture can be blended. At block 2522, the fascia mixture can be centrifuged.

Thereafter, the method proceeds to block 2524, shown in FIG. 26, and the excess water from the centrifuged fascia mixture can be poured off. Continuing to block 2526, the fascia mixture can be poured into one or more anti-static weigh boats. At block 2528, the fascia mixture can be allowed to form across the bottom of each anti-static weigh boat. Moving to block 2530, the fascia mixture can be freeze dried. Thereafter, at block 2532, the freeze dried fascia mixture can be cut into pieces. At block 2532, the fascia material can be cross-linked. In a particular embodiment, the fascia material can be cross-linked using a cross-linking agent. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. Further, at block 2536, the cross-linked fascia material can be frozen, e.g., using liquid nitrogen.

Proceeding to block 2538, the frozen, cross-linked fascia can be ground. Moreover, at block 2540, the ground fascia can be sieved. Continuing to decision step 2542, it can be determined whether the grinding of the fascia is complete. If the grinding is not complete, the method can return to block 2538 and can continue as described herein. Conversely, if the grinding is complete, the method can continue to block 2544 and the fascia can be packaged for delivery. At block 2546, the packaged fascia can be sterilized. The method then ends at state 2548.

Description of a First Method of Treating an Intervertebral Disc

FIG. 27 illustrates an intervertebral disc, designated 2700. As shown, a needle 2702 can be inserted into the intervertebral disc 2700. The needle 2702 can extend from a syringe 2704 that can be filled with a collagen material 2706, e.g., a collagen material
described herein. The collagen material 2706 can be injected into the intervertebral disc 2700 in order to augment or bulk up the intervertebral disc 2700 and minimize shrinkage of the intervertebral disc 2700 due to degeneration or trauma.

Referring to FIG. 28, a first method of treating an intervertebral disc is illustrated and commences at block 2802. At block 2802, the affected intervertebral disc can be located. At block 2804, the pressure on the intervertebral disc can be reduced. The pressure on the intervertebral disc can be reduced by placing the patient in a position that reduces loading in the area near the vertebra immediately surrounding the intervertebral disc. For example, the patient can be placed in a prone position on a flexible, or hinged, surgical table and the patient's spine can be slightly bent by flexing or bending the flexible surgical table around one or more hinges. Further, the patient can be placed in traction in order to reduce pressure on the intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, reducing pressure on the intervertebral disc can maximize the amount of collagen material injected therein.

Moving to block 2806, a guide needle can be inserted to the annulus fibrosus of the affected intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, the guide needle can be inserted such that the tip of the guide needle is immediately adjacent to the annulus fibrosus, but does not pierce the annulus fibrosus. At block 2808, an injection needle can be inserted through the guide needle. Further, at block 2810, the annulus fibrosus can be penetrated with the injection needle. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle can be inserted into the annulus fibrosus such that the tip of the injection needle is approximately near the center of the annulus fibrosus. The location of the tip of the guide needle or the location of tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar technology well known in the art.

Proceeding to block 2812, collagen material can be injected into the intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. Also, in a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be injected into the nucleus pulposus within the annulus fibrosus. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be in the form of a collagen slurry, i.e., collagen material mixed with saline.
Continuing to decision step 2814, it can be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the nucleus pulposus. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art. At decision step 2814, if it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 2812 and more collagen can be injected into the intervertebral disc. Thereafter, the method can continue as described herein. Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to decision step 2816 and it can be determined whether to cross-link the collagen material. If so, the method proceeds to block 2818 and a cross-linking agent can be injected into the intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. Cross-linking the collagen material can result in a more robust material within the intervertebral disc. From block 2818, the method can proceed to decision step 2820.

Returning to decision step 2816, if it is determined not to cross-link the collagen material, the method can also proceed to decision step 2820. At decision step 2820, it can be determined whether to inject an additive. If it is determined to inject an additive, the method can proceed to block 2822 and an additive can be injected. For example, the additives can include radiopaque media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof. Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof. The additives may also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which
can attract or bind water to increase hydration of the intervertebral disc. From block 2822, the method can proceed to block 2824.

Returning to decision step 2820, if it is determined not to inject an additive, the method can also proceed to block 2824. At block 2824, the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 2826, the guide needle can be removed from the patient. Moving to block 2828, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patient's skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 2830, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 2832.

Description of a Second Method of Treating an Intervertebral Disc

Referring to FIG. 29, a second method of treating an intervertebral disc is illustrated and commences at block 2902. At block 2902, the affected intervertebral disc can be located. At block 2904, the pressure on the intervertebral disc can be reduced. The pressure on the intervertebral disc can be reduced by placing the patient in a position that reduces loading in the area near the vertebra immediately surrounding the intervertebral disc. For example, the patient can be placed in a prone position on a flexible, or hinged, surgical table and the patient's spine can be slightly bent by flexing or bending the flexible surgical table around one or more hinges. In a particular embodiment, reducing pressure on the intervertebral disc can maximize the amount of collagen material injected therein.

Moving to block 2906, a guide needle can be inserted to the annulus fibrosus of the affected intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, the guide needle can be inserted such that the tip of the guide needle is immediately adjacent to the annulus fibrosus, but does not pierce the annulus fibrosus. At block 2908, an injection needle can be inserted through the guide needle. Further, at block 2910, the annulus fibrosus can be penetrated with the injection needle. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle can be inserted into the annulus fibrosus such that the tip of the injection needle is approximately near the center of the annulus fibrosus. The location of the tip of the guide needle or the location of the tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar technology well known in the art.
Proceeding to block 2912, collagen material can be injected into the intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. Also, in a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be injected into the nucleus pulposus within the annulus fibrosus. Next, at step 2914, the collagen can be hydrated. In a particular embodiment, the collagen can be hydrated by injecting a liquid, e.g., saline, into the intervertebral disc.

Continuing to decision step 2916, it can be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the nucleus pulposus. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art.

At decision step 2916, if it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 2912 and more collagen can be injected into the intervertebral disc. Then, the method can continue as described herein. Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to decision step 2918 and it can be determined whether to cross-link the collagen material. If so, the method proceeds to block 2920 and a cross-linking agent can be injected into the intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. Cross-linking the collagen material can result in a more robust material within the intervertebral disc. From block 2920, the method can proceed to decision step 2922.

Returning to decision step 2918, if it is determined not to cross-link the collagen material, the method can also proceed to decision step 2922. At decision step 2922, it can be determined whether to inject an additive. If it is determined to inject an additive, the method can proceed to block 2924 and an additive can be injected. For example, the additives can include radiocontrast media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof. Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof. The additives can also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which can attract or bind water to increase hydration of the intervertebral disc. From block 2924, the method can proceed to block 2926.

Returning to decision step 2922, if it is determined not to inject an additive, the method can also proceed to block 2926. At block 2926, the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 2928, the guide needle can be removed from the patient. Moving to block 2930, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patient's skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 2932, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 2934.

Description of a Third Method of Treating an Intervertebral Disc

Referring to FIG. 30, a third method of treating an intervertebral disc is shown and commences at block 3002. At block 3002, collagen material can be mixed with sterile saline. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. In a particular embodiment, three-tenths grams (0.3 g) of the collagen material can be mixed with three cubic centimeters (3 cc) of saline to yield a collagen slurry.

Moving to block 3004, a cross-linking agent can be added to the collagen mixture. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. At block 3006, an additive can be added to the collagen mixture. For example, the additives can include radiopaque media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof. Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem
cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone
morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet
derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization
protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof.
The additives can also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These
additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water
immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include
polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which
can attract or bind water to increase hydration of the intervertebral disc.

Proceeding to block 3008, the affected intervertebral disc can be located. At block
3010, the pressure on the intervertebral disc can be reduced. The pressure on the
intervertebral disc can be reduced by placing the patient in a position that reduces loading
in the area near the vertebra immediately surrounding the intervertebral disc. For
example, the patient can be placed in a prone position on a flexible, or hinged, surgical
table and the patient’s spine can be slightly bent by flexing or bending the flexible surgical
table around one or more hinges. In a particular embodiment, reducing pressure on the
intervertebral disc can maximize the amount of collagen material injected therein.

Moving to block 3012, a guide needle can be inserted to the annulus fibrosus of the
affected intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, the guide needle can be inserted
such that the tip of the guide needle is immediately adjacent to the annulus fibrosus, but
does not pierce the annulus fibrosus. At block 3014, an injection needle can be inserted
through the guide needle. Further, at block 3016, the annulus fibrosus can be penetrated
with the injection needle. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle can be inserted
into the annulus fibrosus such that the tip of the injection needle is approximately near the
center of the annulus fibrosus. The location of the tip of the guide needle or the location
of the tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging technology, e.g.,
fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar
technology well known in the art.

Proceeding to block 3018, the collagen material can be injected into the
intervertebral disc. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be injected into
the nucleus pulposus within the annulus fibrosus. Continuing to decision step 3020, it can
be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the nucleus
pulposus. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art.

If it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 3018 and more collagen can be injected into the intervertebral disc. Then, the method can continue as described herein.

Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to block 3022, the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 3024, the guide needle can be removed from the patient. Moving to block 3026, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patient's skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 3028, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 3030.

Description of a First Method of Treating a Synovial Joint

FIG. 31 depicts a synovial joint, designated 3100. As shown, a needle 3102 can be inserted into the synovial joint 3100. The needle 3102 can extend from a syringe 3104 that can be filled with a collagen material 3106, e.g., a collagen material described herein. The collagen material 3106 can be injected into the synovial joint 3100 in order to bulk up the synovial joint 3100 and minimize deterioration of the synovial joint 3100 due to the normal aging process or injury.

Referring to FIG. 32, a method of treating a synovial joint is illustrated and commences at block 3200. At block 3200, the affected synovial joint can be located. At block 3202, the pressure on the joint capsule can be reduced. The pressure on the joint capsule can be reduced by placing the patient in a position that relaxes the synovial joint and weight is removed from the synovial joint. In a particular embodiment, reducing pressure on the joint capsule can maximize the amount of collagen material injected therein.

Moving to block 3204, an injection needle inserted into the patient in an area at or near the synovial joint. At block 3206, the joint capsule can be penetrated with the injection needle. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle can be inserted into the joint capsule such that the tip of the injection needle is approximately near the center of
the joint capsule. The location of the tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar technology well known in the art.

Proceeding to block 3208, collagen material can be injected into the synovial joint. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. Also, in a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be injected into the synovial joint capsule. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be in the form of a collagen slurry, i.e., collagen material mixed with saline.

Continuing to decision step 3210, it can be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the synovial joint. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art.

At decision step 3210, if it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 3208 and more collagen can be injected into the synovial joint. Thereafter, the method can continue as described herein. Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to decision step 3212 and it can be determined whether to cross-link the collagen material. If so, the method proceeds to block 3214 and a cross-linking agent can be injected into the synovial joint. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. Cross-linking the collagen material can result in a more robust material within the synovial joint. From block 3214, the method can proceed to decision step 3216.

Returning to decision step 3212, if it is determined not to cross-link the collagen material, the method can also proceed to decision step 3216. At decision step 3216, it can be determined whether to inject an additive. If it is determined to inject an additive, the method can proceed to block 3218 and an additive can be injected. For example, the additives can include radiocontrast media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof.
Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof. The additives can also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which can attract or bind water to increase hydration of the synovial joint. From block 3218, the method can proceed to block 3220.

Returning to decision step 3216, if it is determined not to inject an additive, the method can also proceed to block 3220. At block 3220, the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 3222, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patients skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 3224, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 3226.

Description of a Second Method of Treating a Synovial Joint

Referring to FIG. 33, another method of treating a synovial joint is illustrated and commences at block 3300. At block 3300, the affected synovial joint can be located. At block 3302, the pressure on the synovial joint can be reduced. The pressure on the joint capsule can be reduced by placing the patient in a position that relaxes the synovial joint and weight is removed from the synovial joint. In a particular embodiment, reducing pressure on the joint capsule can maximize the amount of collagen material injected therein.

At block 3304, an injection needle inserted into the patient in an area at or near the synovial joint. At block 3306, the joint capsule can be penetrated with the injection needle. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle can be inserted into the joint capsule such that the tip of the injection needle is approximately near the center of the joint capsule. The location of the tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging
technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar technology well known in the art.

Proceeding to block 3308, collagen material can be injected into the synovial joint. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. Also, in a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be injected into the synovial joint capsule. Next, at step 3310, the collagen can be hydrated. In a particular embodiment, the collagen can be hydrated by injecting a liquid, e.g., saline, into the synovial joint capsule.

Continuing to decision step 3312, it can be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the synovial joint. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art.

At decision step 3312, if it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 3308 and more collagen can be injected into the synovial joint. Then, the method can continue as described herein. Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to decision step 3314 and it can be determined whether to cross-link the collagen material. If so, the method proceeds to block 3316 and a cross-linking agent can be injected into the synovial joint. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. Cross-linking the collagen material can result in a more robust material within the synovial joint. From block 3316, the method can proceed to decision step 3318.

Returning to decision step 3314, if it is determined not to cross-link the collagen material, the method can also proceed to decision step 3318. At decision step 3318, it can be determined whether to inject an additive. If it is determined to inject an additive, the method can proceed to block 3320 and an additive can be injected. For example, the additives can include radiopaque media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof. Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem
cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof. The additives can also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which can attract or bind water to increase hydration of the synovial joint. From block 3320, the method can proceed to block 3322.

Returning to decision step 3318, if it is determined not to inject an additive, the method can also proceed to block 3322. At block 3322, the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 3324, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patients skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 3326, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 3328.

Description of a Third Method of Treating a Synovial Joint

Referring to FIG. 34, yet another method of treating a synovial joint is shown and commences at block 3400. At block 3400, collagen material can be mixed with sterile saline. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. In a particular embodiment, three-tenths grams (0.3 g) of the collagen material can be mixed with three cubic centimeters (3.0 cc) of saline to yield a collagen slurry.

Moving to block 3402, a cross-linking agent can be added to the collagen mixture. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. At block 3404, an additive can be added to the collagen mixture. For example, the additives can include radiocontrast media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof.
Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof. The additives can also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which can attract or bind water to increase hydration of the synovial joint.

Proceeding to block 3406, the affected synovial joint can be located. At block 3408, the pressure on the synovial joint can be reduced. The pressure on the joint capsule can be reduced by placing the patient in a position that relaxes the synovial joint and weight is removed from the synovial joint. In a particular embodiment, reducing pressure on the joint capsule can maximize the amount of collagen material injected therein.

At block 3410, an injection needle inserted into the patient in an area at or near the synovial joint. At block 3412, the joint capsule can be penetrated with the injection needle. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle can be inserted into the joint capsule such that the tip of the injection needle is approximately near the center of the joint capsule. The location of the tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar technology well known in the art.

Proceeding to block 3414, collagen material can be injected into the synovial joint. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. Also, in a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be injected into the synovial joint capsule.

Continuing to decision step 3416, it can be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the synovial joint. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art.
At decision step 3416, if it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 3414 and more collagen can be injected into the synovial joint. Then, the method can continue as described herein. Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to block 3418 and the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 3420, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patient's skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 3422, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 3424.

Description of a First Method of Treating Tissue

Referring to FIG. 35, a method of treating tissue is illustrated and commences at block 3502. At block 3502, the affected tissue can be located. In a particular embodiment, the tissue can be soft tissue, bone, skin, or a combination thereof.

Moving to block 3504, an injection needle can be inserted into the affected tissue. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle is inserted so that the tip of the injection needle is located near the center of the affected tissue. The location of the tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar technology well known in the art.

At block 3506, collagen material can be injected into the tissue. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be in the form of a collagen slurry, i.e., collagen material mixed with saline.

Continuing to decision step 3508, it can be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the tissue. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art.

At decision step 3508, if it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 3506 and more collagen can be injected into the
tissue. Thereafter, the method can continue as described herein. Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to decision step 3510 and it can be determined whether to cross-link the collagen material. If so, the method proceeds to block 3512 and a cross-linking agent can be injected into the tissue. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. Cross-linking the collagen material can result in a more robust material within the tissue. From block 3512, the method can proceed to decision step 3514.

Returning to decision step 3510, if it is determined not to cross-link the collagen material, the method can also proceed to decision step 3514. At decision step 3514, it can be determined whether to inject an additive. If it is determined to inject an additive, the method can proceed to block 3516 and an additive can be injected. For example, the additives can include radiocontrast media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof. Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof. The additives can also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which can attract or bind water. From block 3516, the method can proceed to block 3518.

Returning to decision step 3514, if it is determined not to inject an additive, the method can also proceed to block 3518. At block 3518, the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 3520, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patients skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 3522, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 3524.
Description of a Second Method of Treating Tissue

Referring to FIG. 36, a method of treating tissue is illustrated and commences at block 3602. At block 3602, the affected tissue can be located. In a particular embodiment, the tissue can be soft tissue, bone, skin, or a combination thereof.

Moving to block 3604, an injection needle can be inserted into the affected tissue. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle is inserted so that the tip of the injection needle is located near the center of the affected tissue. The location of the tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar technology well known in the art.

At block 3606, collagen material can be injected into the tissue. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. Also, in a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be injected into the nucleus pulposus within the annulus fibrosus. (DRY) Next, at step 3608, the collagen can be hydrated. In a particular embodiment, the collagen can be hydrated by injecting a liquid, e.g., saline, into the synovial joint capsule.

Continuing to decision step 3610, it can be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the tissue. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art.

At decision step 3610, if it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 3606 and more collagen can be injected into the tissue. Thereafter, the method can continue as described herein. Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to decision step 3612 and it can be determined whether to cross-link the collagen material. If so, the method proceeds to block 3614 and a cross-linking agent can be injected into the tissue. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. Cross-linking the collagen material can result in a more robust material within the tissue. From block 3614, the method can proceed to decision step 3616.
Returning to decision step 3612, if it is determined not to cross-link the collagen material, the method can also proceed to decision step 3616. At decision step 3616, it can be determined whether to inject an additive. If it is determined to inject an additive, the method can proceed to block 3618 and an additive can be injected. For example, the additives can include radiocontrast media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof. Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof. The additives can also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which can attract or bind water. From block 3618, the method can proceed to block 3620.

Returning to decision step 3616, if it is determined not to inject an additive, the method can also proceed to block 3620. At block 3620, the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 3622, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patient's skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 3624, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 3626.

Description of a Third Method of Treating Tissue

Referring to FIG. 37, yet another method of treating tissue is shown and commences at block 3702. At block 3702, collagen material can be mixed with sterile saline. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. In a particular embodiment, three-tenths grams (0.3 g) of the collagen material can be mixed with cubic centimeters (3.0 cc) of saline to yield a collagen slurry.
Moving to block 3704, a cross-linking agent can be added to the collagen mixture. In a particular embodiment, the cross-linking agent can be glutaraldehyde, genipin, or a combination thereof. Further, the cross-linking agent can be another protein cross-linking agent. At block 3706, an additive can be added to the collagen mixture. For example, the additives can include radiocontrast media, drugs, cellular matters, biological factors, or a combination thereof. In a particular embodiment, the drugs can include antibiotics, analgesics, anti-inflammatory drugs, anti-TNF-alpha, steroids, or a combination thereof. Further, the cellular matters can include bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem cells, or a combination thereof. Also, the biological factor can include bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof. The additives can also include additives to promote slurry or gel formation. These additives may promote protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof. Additionally, the additives can include polysaccharides such as, proteoglycans, hyaluronic acid, or combination thereof, which can attract or bind water.

Proceeding to block 3708, the affected tissue can be located. In a particular embodiment, the tissue can be soft tissue, bone, skin, or a combination thereof. At block 3710, an injection needle can be inserted into the affected tissue. In a particular embodiment, the injection needle is inserted so that the tip of the injection needle is located near the center of the affected tissue. The location of the tip of the injection needle can be verified using imaging technology, e.g., fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography, or any other similar technology well known in the art.

Further, at block 3712, collagen material can be injected into the tissue. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be the collagen material described herein. Further, the collagen material can be manufactured as described herein. In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be in the form of a collagen slurry, i.e., collagen material mixed with saline.

Continuing to decision step 3714, it can be determined whether to increase the volume of collagen material within the tissue. This determination can be facilitated using a radio contrast agent injected with the collagen material and imaging technology, e.g.,
fluoroscopy, magnetic resonance imaging, computed tomography or some other imaging technology well known in the art.

At decision step 3714, if it is determined to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can return to block 3712 and more collagen can be injected into the tissue. Thereafter, the method can continue as described herein. Conversely, if it is determined not to increase the volume of collagen material, the method can proceed to block 3716 and the injection needle can be removed from the patient. Further, at block 3718, the injection site can be closed. In a particular embodiment, the injection site can simply be allowed to close due to the elasticity of the patients skin. Alternatively, the injection site can be sutured, if necessary. Proceeding to block 3720, post-operative care can be initiated. Then, the method can end at state 3722.

Description of a Syringe

FIG. 38 illustrates a syringe that can be used to delivery collagen material, e.g., a collagen material according to one or more of the embodiments described herein. As shown, the syringe 3800 can include a syringe barrel 3802 that can define a proximal end 3804 and a distal end 3806. The proximal end 3804 of the syringe 3800 can include a syringe barrel handle 3808. Further, the distal end 3806 of the syringe 3800 can include a needle hilt 3810. A needle 3812 can be connected to the needle hilt 3810. Alternatively, a flexible tube 3814 can be connected to the needle hilt 3810 and the needle 3812 can be connected to the flexible tube 3814.

As shown in FIG. 38, a syringe plunger 3820 can be disposed within the syringe barrel 3802. The syringe plunger 3820 can include a proximal end 3822 and a distal end 3824. Also, the proximal end 3822 of the syringe plunger 3820 can include a syringe plunger handle 3826 coupled thereto. Moreover, the distal end 3824 of the syringe plunger 3820 can include a plunger tip 3828. FIG. 38 also indicates that the syringe 3800 can be filled with a collagen material 3840, e.g., a collagen material according to one or more embodiments described herein.

In a particular embodiment, the syringe 3800 can be used in conjunction with a collagen delivery device, described in detail below. Accordingly, when a plunger of a collagen delivery device is depressed, or otherwise moved, a distal end of the plunger can engage the proximal end 3822 of the syringe plunger 3820 and can depress the syringe
plunger 3820. Further, as the syringe plunger 3820 is depressed, the collagen material 3840 can be expelled from the syringe 3800. The collagen material 3840 can be injected into an intervertebral disc, a synovial joint, or other tissue, as described in detail herein.

Description of a First Collagen Delivery Device

FIG. 39 and FIG. 40 depict a first collagen delivery device, generally designated 3900. As illustrated, the collagen delivery device 3900 can include a frame 3902. A handle 3904 can extend from the frame 3902. Further, a barrel 3906 can extend from the frame 3902 nearly perpendicular to the handle 3904. In a particular embodiment, the barrel 3906 can define a proximal end 3908 and a distal end 3910. A syringe support tip 3912 can be affixed to, or otherwise extend from, the distal end 3910 of the barrel 3906. The syringe support tip 3912 can be configured to receive and removably engage a syringe, e.g., a syringe as shown in FIG. 38.

FIG. 39 and FIG. 40 indicate that the collagen delivery device 3900 can include a threaded plunger 3914 disposed within the frame 3902. The threaded plunger 3914 can extend into the barrel 3906 of the collagen delivery device 3900. In a particular embodiment, the threaded plunger 3914 can include a proximal end 3916 and a distal end 3918. Also, a plunger handle 3920 can be attached to the proximal end 3916 of the threaded plunger 3914. In a particular embodiment, a user can rotate the plunger handle 3918 in order to rotate the threaded plunger 3914 and move the threaded plunger 3914 within the frame 3902 and barrel 3906, as described below.

As shown in FIG. 40, a half nut 3930 can be disposed within the frame 3902. In a particular embodiment, the half nut 3930 can be threaded and can engage the threaded plunger 3912. As the threaded plunger 3914 is rotated, e.g., clockwise or counterclockwise, the threaded plunger 3914 can move linearly back and forth within the frame 3902 and the barrel 3906. As illustrated, the half nut 3930 can include a ramped surface 3932.

FIG. 40 further depicts a trigger 3934 that can be slidably disposed within the frame 3902. A spring 3936 can be installed between the trigger 3934 and a spring pocket 3938 established within the frame 3902. In a particular embodiment, the spring 3936 can be installed under compression and can keep the trigger 3934 fully extended with respect to the frame 3902. As shown, the trigger 3934 can also include a ramped surface 3940.
In a particular embodiment, as shown in FIG. 40, when the trigger 3934 is fully extended with respect to the frame 3902, the ramped surface 3940 of the trigger 3934 can engage the ramped surface 3932 of the half nut 3930 in order to keep the half nut 3930 in contact with the threaded plunger 3914. As such, when the plunger handle 3920 is rotated, the threads on the threaded plunger 3914 can cooperate with the threads on the half nut 3930 in order to move the threaded plunger 3914 linearly, backward or forward, with respect to the frame 3902 and the barrel 3906. As the threaded plunger 3914 moves forward, the distal end 3918 of the threaded plunger 3914 can engage a plunger (not shown in FIG. 40) within a syringe (not shown in FIG. 40) and can cause the syringe to expel a collagen material, e.g., a collagen material according to one or more of the embodiments described herein.

When the trigger 3934 is depressed, and the spring 3936 is further compressed, the ramped surface 3940 of the trigger 3934 can slide with respect to the ramped surface 3932 of the half nut 3930 and can allow the half nut 3930 to move away from the threaded plunger 3914 and disengage the threaded plunger 3914. When the half nut 3930 disengages the threaded plunger 3914, the threaded plunger 3914 can slide freely within the frame 3902 and the barrel 3906. Accordingly, a user can rotate the threaded plunger 3914 in order to inject a collagen material. Further, when injection is complete, the user can depress the trigger and slide the threaded plunger 3914 away from a syringe in order to remove the syringe from the collagen delivery device 3900.

The collagen delivery device 3900 can be considered an open device since it is configured to receive a separate syringe. However, in another embodiment, the barrel 3906 of the collagen delivery device 3900 can be a closed barrel 3906 and the closed barrel 3906 can be configured to receive a collagen material therein. In such an embodiment, the collagen deliver device 3900 can be considered a closed device. In such a closed device, the barrel 3906 can include one or more additional ports that can be utilized to inject an additional material into the collagen delivery device 3900 to be mixed with a collagen material therein.

Further, in an alternative embodiment, the plunger 3914 can include a pressure transducer, or pressure gauge, that can be used to monitor the delivery pressure applied by the collagen delivery device 3900. The pressure transducer can be incorporated into the distal end 3918 of the plunger 3914.
Description of a Second Collagen Delivery Device

FIG. 41 depicts a second collagen delivery device, generally designated 4100. As illustrated, the collagen delivery device 4100 can include a frame 4102. A stationary handle 4104 can extend from the frame 4102. Also, a rotatable handle 4106 can be attached to the frame 4102 near the stationary handle 4104. The rotatable handle 4106 can be attached to the frame 4102 via a first pin 4108 and can rotate with respect to the frame 4102 around the first pin 4108.

As illustrated in FIG. 41, the collagen delivery device 4100 can include a barrel 4110 that can extend from the frame 4102 nearly perpendicular to the stationary handle 4104. In a particular embodiment, the barrel 4110 can define a proximal end 4112 and a distal end 4114. The proximal end 4112 of the barrel 4110 can be attached to the frame 4102. Further, the distal end 4114 of the barrel 4110 can include a syringe chamber 4116. Also, the barrel 4110 can include a syringe notch 4118 formed near the distal end 4114 of the barrel 4110 within the syringe chamber 4116. Accordingly, the syringe chamber 4116 is sized and shaped to receive a syringe, e.g., a syringe configured as shown in FIG. 39.

FIG. 41 further indicates that the collagen delivery device 4100 can include a plunger 4120 that can be slidably disposed within the frame 4102 and the barrel 4110. The plunger 4120 can include a proximal end 4122 and a distal end 4124. Also, a plunger handle 4126 can be attached to the proximal end 4122 of the plunger 4120.

In a particular embodiment, the frame 4102 includes an opening 4128. When the plunger 4120 is installed within the frame 4102 and the barrel 4110, a portion of the plunger 4120 can be exposed within the opening 4128 of the frame 4102. A plunger advancement tab 4130 can disposed around the plunger 4120 within the opening 4128 of the frame 4102. The plunger advancement tab 4130 can be coupled, or otherwise attached, to the rotatable handle 4106 by a second pin 4132.

As depicted in FIG. 41, a first spring 4134 is installed in compression around the plunger 4120 within the opening 4128 of the frame 4102. The first spring 4134 is installed between the plunger advancement tab 4130 and the front of the opening 4128 in the frame 4102. The first spring 4134 can bias the plunger advancement tab 4130 to the back of the opening 4128 in the frame 4102. FIG. 41 also shows a plunger locking tab 4136 installed around the plunger 4120 behind the opening 4128 in the frame 4102.
The top of the plunger locking tab 4136 can engage a notch 4138 formed in the frame 4102 behind the opening 4128. Moreover, a second spring 4140 can be installed in compression between the plunger locking tab 4136 and the frame 4102, e.g., between the plunger locking tab 4136 and the portion of the frame 4102 behind the opening 4128 established therein. The second spring 4140 can bias the plunger locking tab 4136 away from the frame 4102, i.e., toward the proximal end 4122 of the plunger 4120, and the top of the plunger locking tab 4136 can engage the notch 4138 in the tab. Accordingly, the plunger locking tab 4136 can be cocked at angle with respect to the plunger 4120 and can prevent the plunger 4120 from sliding backward with respect to the frame 4102.

In a particular embodiment, the rotatable handle 4106 can be rotated around the pin 4108 toward the stationary handle 4104. As the rotatable handle 4106 moves toward the stationary handle 4104, the plunger advancement tab 4130 engages the plunger 4120 and slides the plunger 4120 forward, i.e., toward the distal end 4114 of the barrel 4110. As the plunger 4120 moves forward, the distal end 4124 of the plunger 4120 can engage a syringe plunger (not shown in FIG. 41) within a syringe (not shown in FIG. 41) and can push the syringe plunger in order to cause the syringe to expel a collagen material, e.g., a collagen material according to one or more of the embodiments described herein.

The plunger locking tab 4136 can be advanced forward in order to unlock the plunger 4120 and allow the plunger to slide freely within the frame 4102 and the barrel 4110. In particular, the bottom of the plunger locking tab 4136 can be pushed toward the frame 4102 in order to uncock the plunger locking tab 4136 with respect to the plunger 4120. When the plunger locking tab 4136 is substantially perpendicular to the plunger 4120, the plunger 4120 can slide freely within the plunger locking tab 4136 and as such, the plunger 4120 can slide freely within the frame 4102 and the barrel 4110.

Accordingly, a user can squeeze the rotatable handle 4106 toward the stationary handle 4104 in order to inject a collagen material, e.g., into an intervertebral disc, a synovial joint, or other tissue. Further, when injection is complete, the user can depress the plunger locking tab 4136, as described herein, and slide the plunger 4120 away from a syringe in order to remove the syringe from the collagen delivery device 4100.

Conclusion

With the configuration of structure described above, the injectable collagen material according to one or more of the embodiments provides a material that can be
injected into an intervertebral disc, a synovial joint, or other tissue, in order to augment the intervertebral disc, the synovial joint, or other tissue, and to prevent further deterioration of the intervertebral disc, the synovial joint, or other tissue. The material can be injected as part of a solution, e.g., a slurry or gel. Further, the material can be injected dry and hydrated in situ. Also, the material can be cross-linked prior to injection or cross-linked in situ. In addition to the material, one or more additives can be injected with the material.

In a particular embodiment, the collagen material can be injected as prescribed in the various methods of treating described herein. Further, the collagen material can be injected using one or more of the collagen delivery devices described herein.

The above-disclosed subject matter is to be considered illustrative, and not restrictive, and the appended claims are intended to cover all such modifications, enhancements, and other embodiments that fall within the true spirit and scope of the present invention. Thus, to the maximum extent allowed by law, the scope of the present invention is to be determined by the broadest permissible interpretation of the following claims and their equivalents, and shall not be restricted or limited by the foregoing detailed description.
CLAIMED:

1. A collagen material, comprising:
   a plurality of particles, wherein each particle comprises:
   an elongated, thin body having one or more arcuate portions and one or more
   straight portions; and
   one or more fibers extending from the body, wherein the one or more fibers of one
   particle engage the one or more fibers of one or more other particles to establish a matrix
   of material.

2. The collagen material of claim 1, wherein a portion of the one or more fibers are
   ribbon-shaped.

3. The collagen material of claim 2, wherein a portion of the one or more fibers are
   hook-shaped.

4. The collagen material of claim 3, wherein a portion of the one or more fibers are
   loop-shaped.

5. The collagen material of claim 4, wherein at least one hook-shaped fiber engages
   at least one loop-shaped fiber.

6. The collagen material of claim 5, wherein at least one ribbon-shaped fiber
   intertwines with at least one other ribbon-shaped fiber.

7. The collagen material of claim 1, wherein a density of the collagen material is less
   than or equal to one gram per cubic centimeter.

8. The collagen material of claim 1, wherein one-tenth grams to one gram of the
   collagen material is mixed with one-tenth cubic centimeters to ten cubic centimeters of
   saline to form a collagen slurry.
9. The collagen material of claim 8, wherein the collagen slurry can be injected using a needle.

10. A collagen material, comprising:
    a plurality of particles, wherein each particle comprises:
    an elongated, thin body having one or more arcuate portions and one or more straight portions;
    one or more ribbon-shaped fibers extending from the body;
    one or more loop-shaped fibers extending from the body; and
    one or more hook-shaped fibers extending from the body.

11. The collagen material of claim 10, wherein at least one hook-shaped fiber engages at least one loop-shaped fiber, at least one other hook-shaped fiber, or a combination thereof.

12. The collagen material of claim 10, wherein at least one ribbon-shaped fiber intertwines with at least one other ribbon-shaped fiber.

13. The collagen material of claim 10, further comprising an additive.

14. The collagen material of claim 13, wherein the additive comprises a radiocontrast medium, a drug, a cellular matter, a biological factor, or a combination thereof.

15. The collagen material of claim 14 wherein the drug comprises an antibiotics, an analgesics, an anti-inflammatory drugs, an anti-TNF-alpha, a steroid, or a combination thereof.

16. The collagen material of claim 14, wherein the cellular matter comprises bone marrow derived stem cells, lipo derived stem cells, or a combination thereof.
17. The collagen material of claim 14, wherein the biological factor comprises bone morphogenetic protein (BMP), cartilage-derived morphogenetic protein (CDMP), platelet derived growth factor (PDGF), insulin-like growth factor (IGF), LIM mineralization protein, fibroblast growth factor (FGF), osteoblast growth factor, or a combination thereof.

18. The collagen material of claim 13, wherein the additive promotes slurry formation, gel formation, or a combination thereof.

19. The collagen material of claim 13, wherein the additive promotes protein folding, water binding, protein-to-protein interaction, water immobilization, or a combination thereof.
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3514 Inject additive?

3516 Remove injection needle

3518 Close injection site

3520 Initiate post-operative care

3522 End

FIG. 35
3602 Locate affected tissue
3604 Insert injection needle
   3606 Inject collagen material into affected tissue
   3608 Hydrate collagen material
   3610 Increase volume of collagen material?
   3612 N
   3614 N Cross-link collagen material?
       3616 N
       3618 N Inject cross-linking agent
       3620 N Remove injection needle
       3622 N Close injection site
       3624 N Initiate post-operative care
       3626 N
   3608 Y
   3610 Y

FIG. 36
3702 Mix collagen with sterile saline
3704 Add cross-linking agent to collagen mixture
3706 Add additive to collagen mixture
3708 Locate affected tissue
3710 Insert injection needle
3712 Inject collagen material into affected tissue
3714 Increase volume of collagen mixture?
3716 Remove injection needle
3718 Close injection site
3720 Initiate post-operative care
3722 End

FIG. 37